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THE DAILY PHOTO GAME
A Visual Conversation



THE DAILY PHOTO GAME
The Daily Photo Game is a group of 10 professional photographers challenging themselves to do 

what they do best: illustrate ideas and communicate concepts through photography. The Game 

is a visual conversation and as with all conversations - some are serious, some mysterious and 

others are humorous.

HHow it works - Every 10 days in repeating order, a given photographer's "game day" will arrive. 

On that day, the photographer will create and post a new image, a visual response to the 

previous photographer's submission. 

One of the most underestimated challenges in playing the Game is the accelerated deadline - 24 

hours in which to conceptualize, source materials, shoot, enhance and deliver the image. This is 

where years of experience as professionals makes the difference. Each knows how to produce 

quality work under a deadline. Each understands the nuances of light and composition.

OOur goal in "playing the Game" is that we as artist's can stretch our imaginations while at the 

same time stimulate the audience's imagination. It is our goal to give voice to the continuing 

plight of visual noise in photography. Illustrating that not all images - or photographers - are 

created equal and that thoughtful, professionally crafted images and stories can inspire the 

human spirit.

WWhile we call this venture a Game, it is more than that. Creating images has been a calling and a 

hard earned profession for all of the photographers involved. The project requires a year long 

commitment, for a total of 365 images.

Our goal is to “Change the way photography is perceived and valued by the world in our own 

unique way.”

MMembers of the 2013 Daily Photo Game are - in order of play: Eliot Crowley, Blue Fier, Bob 

Stevens, Martin Trailer, Charley Akers, Jay Ahrend, Robert Nease, Russ Widstrand, Joseph Pobere-

skin, David Blattel

See more at http://dailyphotogame.com (year one)
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